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1. INTRODUCTION: THE CURRENT SITUATION OF CORPORATE CORRUPTION
CONVICTIONS

§ Sanctioning corporations in Spain is possible 
since 2010.

§ From 2010 to 2015 there were no corporate 
convictions.

§ From February 2016 to July 2021: more than 25 
Supreme Court rulings on corporate criminal 
liability.

§ The first convicted corporation in Spain was the 
Barcelona Futbol Club, due to a tax offence.

§ From 2015 to date, the majority of corporate 
convictions have been for tax offences and 
punishments have been agreed. 

§ No DPA/NPA mechanisms in the Law

§ Since 2020: two soccer clubs have been 
convicted due to corruption in sports.

§ Currently, important proceedings for corruption 
are under investigation.



2. LEGAL REGULATION: SANCTIONS FOR CORRUPTION OFFENSES AGAINST COMPANIES

2.1. PENALTIES FOR LEGAL PERSONS IN THE SPANISH CRIMINAL CODE

§ Severe penalties: article 33.7 of the Criminal Code:

q obligatory sanction: fine in installments or in proportion to the benefit derived from the offense

q optional sanctions in addition to the fine:

q Dissolution of the legal person

q Suspension of activities

q Closure of their premises and operations

q Prohibition of certain activities in the future

q Exclusion from public subsidies and grants and from the award of public sector contracts.

q Judicial intervention

§ Confiscation of illegal proceeds: article 127a of the Criminal Code

§ Reputation costs

§ Penalties for legal persons do not preclude penalizing the natural persons responsible for the crime.



2. LEGAL REGULATION: SANCTIONS FOR CORRUPTION OFFENSES AGAINST COMPANIES

2.2. CORRUPTION OFFENSES FOR WHICH COMPANIES CAN BE PUNISHED

§ In Spain, corruption is largely punishable under the Criminal Code.

§ Last reform: year 2019: GRECO recommendations have been taken into account.

§ Companies can be held liable for the following corruption offenses:

q Money laundering (art. 301a of the Criminal Code)

q Tax offences (art. 310a of the Criminal Code)

q Influence peddling (art. 430 of the Criminal Code)

q Misappropriation of public funds (art. 435 of the Criminal Code)

q Bribery of public officials (art. 424a of the Criminal Code)

q Illegal financing of political parties (art. 324 of the Criminal Code)

q Bribery in commercial transactions (art. 388 bis of the Criminal Code)

§ However, companies cannot be punished for other common corruption offenses. Example: corruption in urban planning
(art. 320 of the Criminal Code).



2. LEGAL REGULATION: SANCTIONS FOR CORRUPTION OFFENSES AGAINST COMPANIES

2.3. THE SANCTIONING OF COMPANIES IN SPAIN FOR CRIMES COMMITTED ABROAD

§ Only in certain cases crimes committed abroad (by a company) can be prosecuted in Spain.

§ Requirements: article 23 of the organic law for the judiciary:

q Only for certain crimes. These include: offenses against public administration, corruption offenses
between private persons, and corruption offenses in international economic transactions.

q Criteria:

q Proceedings against a Spanish national or a foreign national habitually resident in Spain.

q Offense committed by a corporate officer of a legal entity that has its registered office or head
office in Spain;

q The offense was committed by a legal person, company, organization, group or other type of
entity with its registered in Spain.



3. COMPLIANCE DEFENSE AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

3.1. THE DEFENSE OF COMPLIANCE:

Companies can avoid criminal prosecution if they prove the requirements of article 31 bis 2 of the criminal
code:

§ "1. prior to the commission of the criminal offense, the management body has adopted and effectively
implemented organizational and management models with monitoring and control measures capable of
preventing criminal offenses or significantly reducing the risk of their commission;

§ 2. the monitoring of the functioning and compliance with the implemented prevention model has been
entrusted to a body of the legal person endowed with autonomous initiative and control powers, which has
the task of monitoring the effectiveness of the legal person's internal controls;

§ 3. the individual perpetrators committed the crime by fraudulently circumventing the organizational and
prevention models, and

§ 4.ª the body referred to in condition 2.ª has failed to perform or has inadequately performed its
supervisory, monitoring and control functions”.



3. COMPLIANCE DEFENSE AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

Judicial application of this defence: only one court ruling has established this exculpatory circumstance:

§ Decision of the Criminal Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice of July 8, 2021, in the case "Operación Púnica", in
which is investigated for bribery and illegal financing of political parties.

§ The case against INDRA was dismissed because the company had a compliance program and responded to the
identified violation. This is what the court ruling says:

"It is therefore agreed to close the case, not because it is assumed that there were no criminal acts, but because it is
concluded that the entity had an effective compliance program at the time when the alleged criminal acts were
committed [...]. The legal person cannot be required to implement a prevention system with absolute effectiveness,
so that its mere existence prevents the commission of an offense. The effectiveness of the program can only be
measured by its ability to prevent and respond. And INDRA has provided documentation, identified the persons
responsible for the apparent criminal acts and has taken measures."



3. COMPLIANCE DEFENSE AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

3.2. MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES FOR CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF COMPANIES: ARTICLE 31 QUATER OF THE CRIMINAL CODE

If the company did not have a compliance program in place prior to the violation, the penalty may be reduced if they
take one of the following actions:

§ Confessing the crime to the authorities before they know that legal proceedings have been initiated against them.

§ Cooperate in the investigation of the crime by providing new and decisive evidence at any stage of the proceedings to
clarify the criminal responsibilities arising from the facts of the case.

§ Remedy or mitigate the damage caused by the offense at any time during the proceedings and before the hearing.

§ To take effective measures before the beginning of the hearing to prevent and detect future crimes that could be
committed with the means or under the guise of the legal entity.

Question: Would it make sense to punish a company that confesses, collaborates, repairs the damage and improves its
compliance?
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